Addressing Institutional Amplifiers in the Dynamics and Control of Tuberculosis Epidemics
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Abstract. Tuberculosis outbreaks originating in prisons, mines, or hospital wards can spread to the larger community. Recent proposals have targeted these high-transmission institutional amplifiers by improving case detection, treatment, or reducing the size of the exposed population. However, what effects these alternative proposals may have is unclear. We mathematically modeled these control strategies and found case detection and treatment methods insufficient in addressing epidemics involving common types of institutional amplifiers. Movement of persons in and out of amplifiers fundamentally altered the transmission dynamics of tuberculosis in a manner not effectively mitigated by detection or treatment alone. Policies increasing the population size exposed to amplifiers or the per-person duration of exposure within amplifiers potentially worsened incidence, even in settings with high rates of detection and treatment success. However, reducing the total population size entering institutional amplifiers significantly lowered tuberculosis incidence and the risk of propagating new drug-resistant tuberculosis strains.

INTRODUCTION

Exposure to tuberculosis (TB) continues to be common, with approximately one-third of the world’s population infected with Mycobacterium tuberculosis although most experience only a latent form of infection and escape the active and potentially deadly form of disease. Although this disease has been treatable since the 1940s, and despite commitments by the global community to reduce TB prevalence and death by 50% during 1990–2015 (Millennium Development Goals) and to reduce TB incidence to less than 1 new case/million by 2050 (StopTB program),1 TB control is failing in many regions. The reasons for this failure include an increased prevalence of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection (which increases the risk of active TB and subsequent death), and the continued emergence of drug-resistant TB strains that hinder TB treatment efforts.1,2

The stable or rising prevalence of TB in areas of sub-Saharan Africa and the former Soviet Union is especially alarming because it seems to be happening despite continued improvements in implementing recommended anti-TB control strategies, such as the World Health Organization (WHO)–sponsored directly observed therapy program. Thus, although South Africa reports 100% directly observed therapy program coverage, it was the setting for the world’s largest extensively drug-resistant TB epidemic.1,3 Even in regions with low prevalence (<4%) of HIV in southern Africa, high rates of TB persist despite improvements in traditional control efforts.3

It has long been recognized that patterns of communicable disease are influenced by the existence of pockets of high transmission.4 For example, an early study of measles showed a clear association between the risk of infection and family size.6 Heterogeneity of populations should be taken account of when devising control strategies.4 Thus, research on the epidemiology of gonorrhea suggested that if a core of persons at high risk of transmitting the infection could be identified and treated, the disease might die out as the reproductive rate in the general population was less than one.9

Much of this research has focused on disparate groups within the general population. However, it is known that outbreaks of TB are often initiated among persons exposed to poor living conditions, characterized by poor ventilation, crowding, migration, and inconsistent healthcare access.5,10,11 Recent outbreaks of TB have been observed in resource-poor hospitals in which dozens of patients share poorly ventilated communal rooms, and in crowded prison cell blocks or mining barracks.3,4,12–19

Institutional amplifiers, such as prisons, hospital wards and mines, are characterized by a combination of multiple and interacting social determinants of infectious disease spread. In the past several years, the WHO and other major public health bodies have recognized that not only do medical treatment standards and access to medical technologies and healthcare determine key TB outcomes, but also that there are critical social factors influencing TB transmission risks and the risks of recurrent or resistant disease.20 A conceptual framework for analyzing these risks has been developed by the WHO, which called for further analysis of each part of the TB transmission process: the risk of exposure, the risk of infection after exposure, the risk of reactivation disease, and the risks associated with poor treatment access or poor treatment completion.21 Institutional amplifiers act on this process in several ways including close and prolonged human contact, poor ventilation, containment of highly susceptible or immunocompromised groups, and significant flows of persons into and out of these institutions. Such amplifiers have been linked not only to outbreaks within them, but also to spread to communities beyond them (Figure 1); these high-risk settings are thought increasingly to be a major factor in sustaining TB epidemics in regions with otherwise extensive TB control systems;12–24 with new evidence in support of this proposition coming from molecular fingerprinting techniques.23,25

Similarly, the appearance of drug-resistant TB in labor-supplying rural regions of southern Africa has been linked to its occurrence in distant South African mines.24 As shown in Figure 1, there is a significant association between TB incidence in the overall community and the per capita frequency of prisons and mines, respectively (Pearson’s r prisons = 0.41, P < 0.001; Pearson’s r mines = 0.49, P < 0.001; although, at least for mines, the strength of this association may be underestimated because of movement between countries, which is likely to explain the outlying positions of countries that are exporters of...
TUBERCULOSIS IN INSTITUTIONAL AMPLIFIERS

Communities affected by such institutional amplifiers, or confined institutions in which there is a high risk of transmission among persons who can ultimately interact with the broader community population, share striking commonalities (Supplemental Appendix, Table 1). Recognizing the importance of the issue, WHO has recently published an appeal to research the impact of alternative strategies to control these and related social determinants of TB transmission.21

How can we address the role of such institutional amplifiers when designing TB control programs? Three main strategies have been proposed or are being implemented by the WHO tuberculosis department and managers of high-risk institutions:21,22,26,27 1) to decrease the duration of per-person exposure within an amplifier; 2) primary risk reduction, in which the proportion of the population at risk of amplification is reduced; and 3) provision of extensive case detection and treatment services to amplified populations to enhance the likelihood that they will not be infectious for prolonged periods.

As an example of the first approach, prison managers in Russia have considered mass amnesty policies to maintain prison occupancy at official limits (avoiding overcrowding), arguing that this will reduce the risk of TB transmission per prisoner.28 Some epidemiologists have argued that this policy may increase the likelihood of TB transmission to the community,29 but it is unclear under what circumstances the benefits

---

**Figure 1.** Associations between tuberculosis incidence and the number of mines (A) and prisons (B) in a country. Country name abbreviations are the standard three-letter abbreviations set by the United Nations,31 and the nations included in the African (A) and European (B) regions are from the World Health Organization regional designation.32
may outweigh the risks. Analogously, it has been argued that TB epidemics in communal hospital wards may be averted by reducing the length of hospitalization of patients.\textsuperscript{29}

As an example of the second approach, there is considerable debate about whether to decentralize care from central hospitals to smaller community clinics in light of the spread of drug-resistant TB strains throughout large hospital wards.\textsuperscript{4, 26} One concern, however, is that strategies to decrease exposure of the first two proposals may conflict with the aims of penal institutions to exact punishment and to protect the public from potentially dangerous offenders.

Thus, a third approach involves addressing the conditions within the amplifier, ensuring that at-risk populations have access to appropriate care services while addressing the environmental aspects of the institutions that put persons at risk. This approach can be seen in current negotiations between the government, labor unions, and international companies in South Africa, which are constructing new standards for TB screening and treatment among workers used at major gold and diamond mines.\textsuperscript{24} Prisons can benefit from research from health care settings on new architectural designs to improve ventilation, maintain warm temperatures in the winter, and ultraviolet light.\textsuperscript{30, 31}

In this report, we present the results of a model designed to estimate the incidence of TB in populations where institutional amplifiers exist. Although we could focus on just one case of an amplifier and its dynamics, we choose to offer several alternative scenarios to derive general conclusions about the behavior of TB epidemics because they are affected by different types of amplifiers. Although we frame our findings in the context of mines, hospitals, and prisons (the three most commonly cited institutional amplifiers), the model is designed to illustrate general principles and will need to be refined further to take account of the specific dynamics of different institutional settings.

METHODS

We simulated alternative strategies for communities affected by institutional amplifiers of TB, using mathematical models to vary assumptions about TB transmission and examine how these changes to our assumptions and policy parameters can alter the dynamics of TB transmission and the potential efficacy of epidemic control measures. We tested the hypothesis that institutional amplifiers increase the rate of transmission, which implies a need for enhancement of traditional TB control measures (increased case detection and treatment success rates\textsuperscript{25}) and new methods of control that may not have been widely considered in the public health community to date.

Tuberculosis control measures are often examined using mathematical models that simulate how TB is acquired and spreads through a population. Most such models assume that every person has the same risk-profile (i.e., homogenous population risks); that is, pockets of high transmission are not accounted for, such that it is assumed that the same strategies will be effective in all groups within the population on average.\textsuperscript{32, 33} We modified this standard approach in a meta-population model, which incorporates heterogeneity in transmission patterns, to explore the change in transmission risk generated by movement into and out of institutional amplifiers.

To identify what variables most impact the qualitative dynamics of institutional amplification, we extended a basic model of TB transmission into two population groups, the general population and its associated institutionally amplified population, and allowed for movement between these groups. Thus, some persons in the general population (an at risk group) could migrate to an amplifier (sometimes repeatedly), and stay there for various durations before migrating back to the community. They could be infected in the community (before or after their amplifier exposure period), or within the amplifier, and could be detected and treated for TB (or die of TB or another cause of death) in either environment. Each location carried independent risks for TB that we varied as described below.

As with standard models,\textsuperscript{33, 34} we took account of how TB is acquired and develops by simulating how susceptible persons can experience infection, progressing to latency and potentially experiencing active disease (Figure 2). Some patients with active TB can be detected and be treated successfully, and others may remain undetected or fail therapy at rates that were
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\caption{Flow diagram of amplifier model. Green arrows show migration to and from the amplifier, and gray arrows show rates of loss to follow-up from treatment during migration, where the probability of loss is varied in the model simulations. Drug resistance, human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), and mortality are included in the model (see Supplemental Appendix) but are not displayed in the diagram for simplicity. Mortality and HIV can affect persons in all compartments, and drug resistance can affect a portion of patients who are not successfully treated.}
\end{figure}
varied based on the case detection and treatment programs simulated in different scenarios (Supplemental Appendix). A portion of active cases are infectious, as estimated from prior studies, and we ran our simulations with various HIV prevalences to simulate different environments of HIV exposure. HIV alters the natural history of TB among the portion of persons with HIV infection (Supplemental Appendix, parameter values taken from prior studies of TB risk and pathogenesis among HIV-infected persons).

We varied the risks of transmission within the amplifier and civilian communities, and entry rates to and lengths of stay within the amplifier, to explore the impact of these factors on TB epidemics. In changing rates of case detection and treatment success, we compared the predictions of our model to traditional models of TB used to construct international standards for detection and treatment. We simulated the rate of transmission in the amplifier community using the dynamic formulation of the Wells-Riley equations describing airborne transmission, \(39, 36\) a set of equations describing TB transmission in close-quarters environments that fits well with data on confined transmission environments such as barracks and prison cells. \(39\) To simulate TB transmission in the general population, we used typical rates of per-person contact in developing countries to model the civilian rate of airborne TB transmission in a general endemic community setting, taking this parameter and its range of values from prior WHO estimates. \(32, 33\) We then simulated alternative control measures discussed in the introduction: reducing the per-person duration of exposure to the amplifier, the number of persons exposed, and the rates of case detection and treatment in the at-risk group.

We next expanded the model to consider the effects of drug-resistance. We used the probability of acquired multi-drug resistant (MDR) TB from a previous study of resistance development rates in 47 countries, \(38\) and tracked drug-susceptible and MDR TB transmission over time and simulated the alternative policy proposals. We varied the relative transmission fitness of drug-resistant strains across a broad range, starting from 50% transmissibility relative to drug-susceptible strains, and varied the value across the range of values observed in empirical studies (16–120%) \(38, 39\) (Supplemental Appendix).

Multivariate sensitivity and uncertainty analysis was performed across all parameters to examine how uncertainty in parameter values could alter observed model simulations, \(30\) and to examine which parameters impacted most on the results. The parameters of the model, such as lengths of amplifier exposure, were taken from estimates from empirical studies (Supplemental Appendix). All model equations are detailed in the Supplemental Appendix to enable full independent replication of our results. The model was programmed in the software program MATLAB R2010a (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA).

RESULTS

In a simulation of TB epidemics with an institutional amplifier, such as a prison, mine, or communal hospital ward, even a large increase in case detection and treatment success rates in the population exposed to the institutional amplifier had little effect on the overall population incidence, and relatively modest improvements in these rates among the population unexposed to the amplifiers reduced the incidence considerably. This is illustrated in Supplemental Appendix, Table 1, in which case detection rates in the two populations are varied, holding other factors constant.

Several of the commonly proposed alternative strategies for addressing amplifier-exposed persons were also considered through this model. One strategy is to decrease the length of per-person exposure to amplifier environments through which persons cycle. For example, a proposed strategy to tackle TB in prisons is to release inmates early to reduce overcrowding; \(41\) hospitals with communal wards facing heavy demands have proposed similar policies of early discharge. \(42\) Results of simulations to decrease the per-person length of exposure within the amplifier are shown in Figure 3. Rates of community-wide TB initially increased when persons were exposed to longer average stays in the amplifier, but these rates then declined as the duration of stay further lengthened beyond a peak. Essentially, the amplifier acted as a queuing system, where short stays in the amplifier increased potential flow into it (increasing the space available for new entrants, essentially increasing the opportunities for new susceptible hosts).

In other words, simply releasing prison inmates early from prisons to accept new inmates and relieve overcrowding, if implemented without any other changes to the potential population that can enter the amplifier, could backfire and per- verseely contribute to an increase in TB incidence. Conversely, however, averting release was not a control strategy per se, but simply led to stagnation of incidence rates; even long periods of incarceration, up to 25 years, were insufficient to behave as an effective quarantine and eliminate the ultimate amplification of population-wide TB rates by the institution (Figure 3).

A policy of primary risk reduction, in which the proportion of the population at risk of amplification was changed, had more beneficial impact. The proportion of the population at risk of entering the institutional amplifier was a critical determinant of the size of the overall population’s TB epidemic (Figure 4). As the proportion of persons at risk of entering the amplifier was increased, the incidence, prevalence, and mortality from TB increased logarithmically in the amplifier and increased exponentially in the overall community.

Another suggested policy is to provide follow-up care to amplified populations to enhance their likelihood of being treated successfully. \(24, 43\) During incarceration or release, or

![Figure 3. Tuberculosis rates/100,000 population. The length of exposure within the amplifier was varied. The simulation parameters are 1% of the community at risk for amplification, and World Health Organization standard model rates of 50% case detection and 70% treatment success. \(38\) In southern African mines, the length of exposure is typically 9 months; in Russian prisons, the length of exposure is typically 62 months (5.2 years); see Supplemental Appendix, Table 1 for references. This figure appears in color at www.ajtmh.org.](image-url)
when miners travel to and from mines, TB treatment is usually discontinued and patients fail therapy. However, in this model, different degrees of loss to follow up when diagnosed patients migrate to or from an institutional amplifier were of limited impact. Varying the rate of loss to follow-up between 0% and 100% did not significantly change population-wide TB incidence; varying the loss to follow-up in the population exposed to amplifiers from 0% to 100% was associated with a change in incidence of less than 5%, which is consistent with our finding that these measures may work for the community in general but have limited impact on the very high-risk sub-population whose incidence was more sensitive to being exposed to an amplifier rather than the duration of infectiousness of peers. This finding is consistent with a situation in which transmission to persons who commonly associate with the infectious case takes place early in their infectious period, before TB treatment has been able to suppress their infectivity.

The proportion of the population at risk from amplification was also the key factor to affect the growth of MDR TB. Institutional amplifiers served as incubators of MDR TB, as with drug-susceptible TB, but because of the inherently lower rate of treatment success among MDR patients, the prevalence of MDR increased; subsequent incidence of MDR TB increased more rapidly than with drug-susceptible TB as the size of the population at risk for amplification was increased (Figure 5). In turn, the presence of an amplifier incubating many cases of MDR TB increased the mortality from MDR TB in the overall community, given the lower rate of treatment success among MDR cases (Figure 5). The rates of MDR TB predicted by the model were consistent with those seen in prison and mining hot zones, as shown in Figure 5 (prevalence rates of between 3% and 20%). Changing the rates of loss to follow-up, and introducing 100% sensitive screening to detect active TB upon entry to the amplifier, did not reduce MDR TB rates by more than 5% in this model.

Resistant strains often emerge in amplifiers, posing a risk of transmission both within amplifiers and to the outside community, yet random processes can cause die-out of a new strain instead of an epidemic. A stochastic simulation algorithm (an algorithm that accounts for the likelihood that a new strain will die out instead of successfully propagating) was used to estimate the percentage of time that an emergent MDR TB strain would arise successfully in the community and generate sustained transmission. The proportion of the population at risk of amplification dramatically increased this risk (Figure 6), such that the probability that a new MDR TB strain would propagate increased by approximately 4% for each new emergent strain for each 1% increase in the population at risk of entering the amplifier; the probability of such propagation reached a plateau near 100% probability after 8% of the population was at risk for amplifier entry.

A series of sensitivity analyses was performed to ensure that our findings were not an artifact of severe modeling assumptions or improbable parameter values. We first examined how sensitive the model was to the prevalence of HIV in the different populations. In South Africa, migrant worker status is independently associated with HIV infection (although the role of migration in transmission is complex, with evidence that non-migrant wives also transmit infection to their husbands). The limited evidence available in the former Soviet Union also suggests that HIV prevalence in prisons is substantially higher than in the general population. An increased prevalence of HIV in the model was associated with much greater amplification of TB rates when it occurred in the population exposed to amplifiers than in the unexposed population (Figure 7). Thus, institutional conditions can enhance the role of HIV, such that HIV and institutional amplifiers together can synergistically increase population-wide TB incidence.
In further sensitivity analyses, the incidence, prevalence, and mortality from TB were most sensitive to changes in the risk of primary progressive disease (how many persons develop active instead of latent disease after infection), per capita contact rates in the overall community, and the infectivity of active TB cases (Supplemental Appendix, Table 3). However, none of the findings regarding the risks associated with entering an institutional amplifier was qualitatively affected by uncertainty in these parameter values.

**DISCUSSION**

All models are a simplified representation of reality and inevitably ours has certain limitations. There are still many uncertainties about the complex nature of transmission of coexistent HIV and TB and about the dynamics of movement between the institutional amplifiers we have examined. Thus, a future refinement of our model will take into account the complex demographic issues pertaining to who is at greatest risk of entering amplifiers (for example, working age men are at greatest risk of entry to mines and prisons and women are more likely to enter hospitals). Nonetheless, some general principles emerge from our simplified model, which are consistent with earlier research on the role of heterogeneity in the non-institutionalized population. Reducing the number of persons entering amplifiers was more effective than conventional TB control strategies to mitigate the amplifying effect of institutions such as prisons, mines, and communal hospital wards in reducing TB incidence in the general population. Existing strategies in settings with high-risk of transmission, such as increasing case detection and treatment completion among those who have already been exposed to high-transmission amplifiers, and reducing durations of stay in amplifiers, were less effective. We found that some approaches, such as mass amnesties, could perversely enhance TB transmission because they permit a larger number of exposures, which outweighed the benefits of increased rates of case detection and treatment success when the model simulation was run across a wide range of plausible parameter values.

As with any mathematical model, the model used here requires assumptions. We used the standard Wells-Riley equations to describe the close-quarter transmission dynamics of *M. tuberculosis* in amplifiers, which fits well with available data but assumes relatively even mixing of air within rooms in an amplifier. Thus, detailed architectural specifications of different amplifiers are not accounted for in this general model. Another limitation is that we only modeled the relationship between one amplifier and its associated wider community, though some communities contain many hot spot transmission areas and environments. The relationship between the number of prisoners and the prevalence of TB can vary widely, reflecting different penal policies. This is why we explored parameters related to overall community-wide TB prevalence, and the degree of amplification based on a simplified model of one amplifier setting, acknowledging that TB prevalence for instance is low in the United States (high incarceration rate) and high in Zimbabwe (low incarceration rate) because of a number of complex factors related to overall population dynamics and not just prisons alone. Our models enable us to identify the unique features of the institutional conditions that give rise to policy recommendations tailored to these settings. Our goal was to provide fundamental generalizable insights into the impact of institutional amplifiers on TB epidemics and standard TB models, rather than modeling only one specific community. Thus, our analysis included a broad range of parameter values to detect robust trends in the epidemiology of TB transmission. Future work could consider the independent effects of transition between numerous amplifiers, after studying what types of settings act as hubs for transmission in different regions.

These results have important implications for policy. Prison managers in Russia have considered mass amnesty policies to reduce overcrowding, in part to reduce the risk of TB trans-
mission; others have argued that this policy may increase the likelihood of TB transmission to the community.28 Similarly, mining companies have been challenged by community organizations about their use of large numbers of migrant workers, and whether screening programs and treatment at mining sites is sufficient to curtail transmission.24 Such follow-up programs may have little impact if large numbers of persons were still exposed to the risks of infection seen in mining communities in the first place. Thus, although it is clearly necessary to improve medical programs for miners already infected, greater gains may come from addressing the role of migrant labor in the mining sector.

In summary, a key intervention to reduce TB incidence, prevalence, and mortality in a community is to limit the number of persons that enter institutional amplifiers. Thus, policies designed to achieve international goals for TB control require explicit consideration of the features of high-prevalence communities that are affected by such amplifiers, necessitating further study into the public health policies that may beneficially alter the current trajectory of community TB epidemics.
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